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"Harnden skillfully interweaves dramatic action sequences with the backstories of the book’s
central figures, and briskly highlights the failures of U.S. policy in Afghanistan. Readers will be
swept up in this little-known chapter of America’s 'forever war.'" -Publishers WeeklyThis dramatic
true story reveals the secret mission of the eight members of the CIA’s Team Alpha, the first
Americans to be dropped behind enemy lines in Afghanistan after 9/11.America is reeling; Al-
Qaeda has struck and thousands are dead. The country scrambles to respond, but the
Pentagon has no plan for Afghanistan—where Osama bin Laden masterminded the attack and
is protected by the Taliban. Instead, the CIA steps forward to spearhead the war. Eight CIA
officers are dropped into the mountains of northern Afghanistan on October 17, 2001. They are
Team Alpha, an eclectic band of linguists, tribal experts, and elite warriors: the first Americans to
operate inside Taliban territory. Their covert mission is to track down Al- Qaeda and stop the
terrorists from infiltrating the United States again. First Casualty places you with Team Alpha as
the CIA rides into battle on horseback alongside the warlord Abdul Rashid Dostum. In
Washington, DC, few trust that the CIA men, the Green Berets, and the Americans’
outnumbered Afghan allies can prevail before winter sets in. On the ground, Team Alpha is
undeterred. The Taliban is routed but hatches a plot with Al-Qaeda to hit back. Hundreds of
suicidal fighters, many hiding weapons, fake a surrender and are transported to Qala-i Jangi—
the “Fort of War.” Team Alpha’s Mike Spann, an ex-Marine, and David Tyson, a polyglot former
Central Asian studies academic, seize America’s initial opportunity to extract intelligence from
men trained by bin Laden—among them a young Muslim convert from California. The prisoners
revolt and one CIA officer falls—the first casualty in America’s longest war, which will last two
decades. The other CIA man shoots dead the Al-Qaeda jihadists attacking his comrade. To
survive, he must fight his way out against overwhelming odds. Award-winning author Toby
Harnden gained unprecedented access to all living Team Alpha members and every level of the
CIA. Superbly researched, First Casualty draws on extensive interviews, secret documents, and
deep reporting inside Afghanistan. As gripping as any adventure novel, yet intimate and
profoundly moving, it tells how America found a winning strategy only to abandon it. Harnden
reveals that the lessons of early victory and the haunting foretelling it contained—unreliable
allies, ethnic rivalries, suicide attacks, and errant US bombs—were ignored, tragically fueling a
twenty-year conflict.

"Desperately moving."-- "The Spectator, on Dead Men Risen" --This text refers to the audioCD
edition.About the AuthorToby Harnden has been a journalist for 25 years, after previously
spending 10 years in the Royal Navy. He is currently the managing editor of the Washington
Examiner, previously he was the Washington Bureau chief of The Sunday Times in London. He



has written two military books that were bestsellers in Britain and received critical acclaim. His
second book, Dead Men Risen, won the Orwell Prize in 2012.Dan Woren is an American voice
actor and Earphones Award-winning narrator. He has worked extensively in animation, video
games, and feature films. He is best known for his many roles in anime productions such as
Bleach and as the voice of Sub-Zero in the video game Mortal Kombat.--This text refers to the
audioCD edition.
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AlexandraExplore book giveaways, sneak peeks, deals, and more..Then I heard the voice of the
Lord saying, “Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?” And I said, “Here am I; send me!”—
Isaiah 6:8We are the Nation’s first line of defense. We accomplish what others cannot
accomplish and go where others cannot go.—CIA mission statementSomeone has got to do the
things no one else wants to do.—CIA officerMike SpannPrefaceFor two decades, the United
States has been engaged in a seemingly endless—and eventually largely forgotten—war in
Afghanistan. During this time America and NATO troops suffered over 3,500 fatalities. After the
first casualty in 2001, the CIA sustained at least another 18, more than in any other war during
the Agency’s seventy-three-year history. American deaths reduced to a trickle after 2015, but
since then over 10,000 Afghan civilians are have died each year.The Taliban now controls most
of the country and has never cut its ties to Al-Qaeda. Its leaders believe, with justification, that
they defeated American forces. With the US withdrawal due to be completed by September 11,
2021, the Taliban is poised to seize power, and a bloody civil war seems inevitable—leaving the
few Americans still paying attention to wonder what the war was for.It was not always like this.
On September 11, 2001, Al-Qaeda operatives turned four hijacked planes into missiles aimed at
symbols of American power. It was the deadliest terrorist attack in history. Nearly 3,000 people
were killed in New York, the Pentagon, and Pennsylvania on 9/11, eclipsing the death toll at
Pearl Harbor sixty years earlier. All nineteen of the suicide hijackers had been trained in or had



visited Afghanistan, where Al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, given sanctuary by the Taliban
government, had orchestrated the 9/11 attacks.With images of planes hitting the twin towers
playing in loops on every TV network, America was united. Mass murder had come to American
shores. The perpetrators of 9/11 had to be brought to justice and prevented from launching
further attacks. Groups harboring terrorists, including the Taliban, would be swept away. There
was anger, certainly, and a desire for vengeance. But the abiding sentiment was one of “Never
again.” Playing defense was no longer an option. Now Americans were determined to hunt down
the enemy on the other side of the world.In the days after 9/11, Americans embraced the reality
that survival meant risk, and more death. The post-Vietnam aversion to casualties was in the
past. Within the US government, only the CIA knew Afghanistan. America had abandoned
Afghanistan after the Cold War, but a small band within the CIA had vigilantly observed the
growing power of Islamic fundamentalists. For more than two years, it had sent small teams into
the country to assist leaders of the Northern Alliance, the Taliban’s foes and Afghanistan’s
resistance. The Pentagon had no military plan for Afghanistan, and so it was that in the country’s
hour of need the Agency was called upon to lead America’s response.First Casualty is the story
of Team Alpha, a group of eight Americans who were at the forefront of that response and
became the first to fight behind enemy lines after 9/11. It is a rousing tale of the remarkable
success they achieved when, for perhaps six weeks, the CIA ran the war. These men brought
regional expertise, language skills, and a focus on tribal dynamics and human psychology—as
well as a warrior ethos and elite military skills. The power delegated to them took their breath
away. This was a war directed on the battlefield, not from 20,000 feet above or 7,000 miles
away.Each day, Team Alpha members lived on a knife edge and made decisions of strategic
consequence. Knowing the axiom that in war the first casualty is the plan, they embraced
flexibility and improvisation, drawing on the legacy of the wartime Office of Strategic Services
(OSS), the forerunner of the CIA. Along with the Green Berets, Team Alpha’s officers were
insurgents engaging in unconventional warfare “by, with, and through” indigenous allies—a
concept that later became part of US military doctrine. They helped the resistance overthrow
Afghanistan’s oppressors. It was a formula that worked, in a place where historically almost
nothing had.By December 2001, ten CIA teams—including Team Alpha and totaling a few dozen
CIA officers—had secured victory across Afghanistan. Fighting alongside them were Special
Forces troops operating symbiotically with US air power. Among those troops was a unit from
Britain’s Special Boat Service (SBS), operating in the tradition of their country’s Special
Operations Executive (SOE), which inspired the OSS. Jettisoning a directive that restricted their
ability to fight, the SBS headed toward the sound of gunfire.The complexity of Afghanistan was
apparent to Team Alpha. False surrenders, switching sides, warlord machinations, prisoner
abuse, suicide attacks, and ethnic ferment were facts of life. This was a country—if it was a
country at all—that could not be controlled. After the surviving members of Team Alpha left
Afghanistan, the US military took over and American forces became occupiers rather than
insurgents. Conventional troops poured into the country, and fortified bases were established.



The United States sought to impose democracy and a central government in Kabul. Rather than
allowing warlord rivalries to play out in a deeply traditional society of ethnic and regional
patchworks, the US excluded leaders it found unpalatable. Western standards of morality and
fair play were applied, even retrospectively, as the US tried to create a nation in its own image.
Early success became a long-drawn-out failure.First Casualty tells the story of the opening
chapter in a new era of history when a resolute America was confident in what could be done,
and the CIA seized the opportunity to do it. It is an inspiring story of what was achieved then, and
a plaintive one of what might have been since.Who’s WhoCentral Intelligence Agency
(CIA)George Tenet: DirectorCofer Black: Director of Counterterrorism Center (CTC); Africa
Division case officerHank Crumpton: Chief of CTC/Special Operations (CTC/SO); Africa Division
case officerRich Blee: Chief of Alec station; Africa Division case officerRobert Grenier: Chief of
Islamabad station; Near East (NE) Division case officerCharlie Gilbert: Chief of Tashkent station;
NE Division case officerGary Schroen: Chief of Jawbreaker; NE Division case officerTeam
AlphaJ. R. Seeger: Chief; Dari linguist; NE Division case officerAlex Hernandez: Deputy; Ground
Branch paramilitary officerScott Spellmeyer: Ground Branch paramilitary; later Team Bravo
chiefDavid Tyson: Uzbek linguist; Central Eurasian (CE) Division case officerMike Spann:
Ground Branch paramilitary officer; husband of Shannon Spann, a CTC officerMark
Rausenberger: Medic, Office of Medical Services (OMS)Andy: Ground Branch paramilitary
officerJustin Sapp: Captain; Green Beret detailed to the CIATeam BravoBob: Dari linguist; NE
Division case officerGlenn: Medic, OMSGreg: Ground Branch paramilitary officerUS
MilitaryDonald Rumsfeld: Defense SecretaryPaul Wolfowitz: Deputy Defense SecretaryTommy
Franks: General; head of US Central Command (CENTCOM)Bert Calland: Rear admiral; head of
CENTCOM’s Special Operations (SOCCENT)John Mulholland: Colonel; commander, 5th
Special Forces Group and Task Force DaggerGreen Berets, 5th Special Force
GroupOperational Detachment Charlie (ODC) 53 (Boxer), 3rd BattalionMax Bowers: Lieutenant
colonel; commanderKurt Sonntag: Major; executive officerMark Mitchell: Major; operations
officerPaul Syverson: Captain; adjutantAnthony Jarrett: Captain; communications officerPaul
Beck: Sergeant first class, communicationsMike Sciortino: Staff sergeant, US Air Force; air
controllerKevin Leahy: Captain; commander of support companyDave Betz: Master sergeant,
support companyKen Ashton: Sergeant first class, Operational Detachment Bravo (ODB)
580Operational Detachment Alpha (ODA) 595Mark Nutsch: Captain; commanderAndy Marchal:
Sergeant first class; intelligence sergeantSteve Bleigh: Sergeant first class; medicBill Bennett:
Sergeant first class; medicUK MilitaryZ Squadron, Special Boat Service (SBS)Jess: Captain,
Royal Marines; team commanderPaul “Scruff” McGough: Sergeant, Royal MarinesTony:
Corporal, Royal MarinesSteph Bass: Chief boatswain’s mate; Navy SEALNorthern
AllianceJamiat-i Islami (Tajiks)Ahmad Shah Massoud: Commander of Northern Alliance forces
until September 9, 2001Fahim Khan: Commander of Northern Alliance forces after MassoudAtta
Mohammed Noor: Commander of Jamiat forces in Mazar-i Sharif areaHezb-i Wahdat
(Hazaras)Karim Khalili: Commander of Hazara forces in Bamiyan provinceMohammed



Mohaqeq: Commander of Hazara forces in Mazar-i Sharif areaJumbesh-i Milli (Uzbeks)Abdul
Rashid Dostum: CommanderLal Mohammed: Deputy commanderAmir Jan Naseri: Adviser;
former Taliban commander; PashtunFaqir Mohammed Jowzjani: Unit commanderAk Yasin: Unit
commanderAbdul Sattar: Chief of securityAmanullah: Chief of intelligence in Darya Suf Valley;
TajikAbdul Salam: Chief of captives in Darya Suf ValleySayed Kamal: Chief of intelligence in
Mazar-i SharifAl-Qaeda and TalibanOsama bin Laden: Al-Qaeda founder and leaderMohammed
Atta: Leader of nineteen hijackers on 9/11Mullah Mohammed Omar: Taliban founder and
leaderMullah Mohammad Fazl: Deputy minister of defense; commander of Taliban northern
forcesMullah Norullah Noori: Governor of Balkh province; Taliban political commander of
Northern ZoneMullah Dadullah: Senior Taliban commanderJohn Walker Lindh: Ansar (Arab)
Brigade 055 foot soldier1Zero Hour4:35 p.m. (GMT +5), September 11, 2001;Tashkent
International Airport, UzbekistanSettling in for the journey from Tashkent to Heathrow, the burly,
broad-shouldered man traveling alone blended in among the passengers on board Uzbekistan
Airways Flight 201. His thick, graying hair framed a friendly, open face with rough-hewn features.
He was six feet two and looked like he worked in perhaps engineering or agriculture—hands on
rather than in an office. A plaid shirt hung loosely over canvas pants. David Tyson was certainly
not one of the sharp-suited businessmen flying from the former Soviet republic in the hope of
closing a deal in London.The Boeing 757, painted in the powder blue, yellow, and green of the
national airline, took off on schedule for a flight of seven hours. At precisely the same moment
some 6,000 miles and nine time zones away, Mohammed Atta, an Egyptian national, was about
to board American Airlines Flight 11 at Boston Logan Airport with four subordinates. There it was
7:35 a.m. and the azure sky was cloudless. Atta was the leader of nineteen hijackers from
Osama bin Laden’s Al-Qaeda on four planes who were about to launch the most devastating
attack on the United States in history. An Al-Qaeda commander had referred to the day of the
coordinated terrorist strikes as “zero hour.”To anyone on Flight 201 giving David a second
thought, it might have been a surprise to learn that he was an American—especially given his
ease with the vernacular of various dialects of the Uzbek language. David spoke fluent Russian,
Turkish, and Turkmen, and could converse in Kazakh, Tatar, and Azerbaijani. But it was his
Uzbek, honed during four years of living in Uzbekistan as a student, that could pass as native.
Never seen in a tie, David, as a graduate student in Tashkent, had at one time possessed no
shoes. His friends would quip that he had been an Uzbek peasant in another life. By David’s own
admission, he had once teetered on the verge of going native. The business cards now in his
wallet, however, identified him as not just an American but a diplomat, a second secretary
serving with the Department of State in the Political-Military section of the US Embassy in
Tashkent.In truth, David was a spy. Aged forty and under diplomatic cover, he was a clandestine
operative working at the Central Intelligence Agency’s Tashkent station, housed inside the
embassy. More specifically, he was a case officer, a member of the CIA’s Central Eurasian
Division, within its Directorate of Operations. The DO, as it was known, was the CIA’s elite
clandestine arm. The CIA’s analysts, technicians, and support staff were housed in separate



directorates and worked overtly. In the DO, by contrast, CIA officers worked undercover, the
majority as State Department employees, using aliases in all communications. Their true
affiliation was classified and kept secret, often even from their families. Though booked on the
flight in his true name, in all diplomatic and intelligence traffic he was referred to by an
operational pseudonym. Monitoring bin Laden and Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan had been one of
David’s principal responsibilities since being stationed in Uzbekistan in 1998. He was traveling to
London to discuss his efforts to keep armaments in Afghanistan from falling into terrorist
hands.David was not a typical CIA officer. Agency colleagues may have viewed Uzbekistan as
the ass-end of nowhere, but David loved the place. He had joined the CIA in 1996—Tashkent
was his first posting—at the age of thirty-five, from graduate school at Indiana University, where
he had been lecturing and working toward a PhD. There, he had gained a master’s degree with a
thesis on “Literacy in Turkistan Prior to Soviet Rule” and become an expert on shrine pilgrimage
among the Turkmens.CIA colleagues had nicknamed him “the Professor.” When leaving
academia, however, he had known that he was crossing over to what many regarded as the dark
side. For well over a year, he had been talking to a middle-aged CIA officer who had identified
herself as Sandy Baker—not her real name—about what he had gleaned from his travels in the
former Soviet Union. Latterly, she had broached whether he might become a spy. The turning
point had been in a freezing parking lot in Bloomington with his wife, Rosann. She hailed from
the same small town in Pennsylvania, and they had met when they were undergraduates. The
couple had two young children and were struggling to make ends meet. David told her that he
had received a job offer from the CIA and they wanted an answer. “Do we leave this life here
behind?” he asked. “We need to make a decision.” He was entrenched in the small world of
Central Asian studies and considered part of his department’s family. They had stood looking at
each other in the snow and then agreed that he should make the leap. David had strong bonds
with his professors, and he knew that joining the CIA would cause some of his colleagues to cut
him off. There would be no going back. It had been a close call, with government health
insurance tipping the balance.So far, life as a spy seemed like an endless adventure. David had
been on missions in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan, often operating alone, armed,
using his languages, and employing his newly learned intelligence tradecraft. He had become
part of a close-knit band of CIA officers on the edge of what was for most Americans a forgotten
Cold War frontier. Though it was a time of peace for the United States, the region where David
lived was wracked by war. David had been pushing the CIA for more money and more weapons
for US allies, and to take more risks. It was a time before he had a surfeit of all three. It was a
time when he had not killed a man, or kicked a bloodied body to check if a friend was still alive. It
was a time when he had not run, and shot, and fought for his life. It was a time when he had not
lain in the dust beside the staring eyes of a corpse. It was a time when he had no nightmares of
being chased by men determined to kill him. It was a time when he could not conceive of any of
those things happening.At age seventeen, David’s wanderlust was such that he had written a
letter to the French Foreign Legion—he found the address in a school library book—asking if he



could join. To his surprise, he received a reply suggesting he report to a recruiting depot outside
Marseilles; alas, he had no means of raising the airfare. Instead, David enlisted in the US Army
straight out of high school, without telling his parents, rather than take a job in the paper or steel
mills surrounding his home in Downingtown, Pennsylvania. After two uneventful years in the field
artillery, when he was mostly based in West Germany and played a lot of basketball, he had
become a student. David had enrolled at Westchester State University and discovered a talent
for languages, beginning with Russian because it seemed the most exotic. During a semester at
Columbia University, he had been so short of money that he had started going to a New York
homeless shelter to get free soup. Before long, he had become a helper there; then, for free
board and a modest paycheck, he worked as a live-in supervisor. Some of the men took him
around the New York subway system, introducing him to underground tribes of homeless. David
had become so involved in the lives of the men at the shelter, many of them alcoholics or drug
addicts, that Rosann had fretted it was distracting him from his studies.He quit Columbia and
moved to a doctoral program at Indiana University, at the same time securing an ROTC
commission as an intelligence officer. His second stint in the Army enabled him to use the G.I.
Bill to fund his student life. Central Asian studies was a niche area of academia that offered more
opportunities than Russian, which was dominated by émigrés. David had grown up in a family
with an ethos of modesty, thrift, teetotalism, and staunch Christianity drawn from the Mennonite
tradition. Having discovered his aptitude for languages and a fascination with other cultures, he
was drawn from these simple roots to explore the obscure and the esoteric.David’s patriotism
was understated but deep. His father had served in the aircraft carrier USS Intrepid during World
War II and survived Japanese kamikaze attacks. Although post-traumatic stress had never been
discussed, after the war his father had seemed a changed man and had struggled to stay in
jobs, working variously as a carpenter, janitor, preacher, and security guard. David had studied
in Leningrad from 1985 to 1986, before the collapse of the Soviet Union, fueling his belief in
personal freedom, the rights of the individual versus the state, and America’s role as a force for
good in the world. He had experienced communism again as a student in Tashkent beginning in
1989, when he was arrested regularly by the Uzbek secret police; he used his time being held,
sometimes overnight in the cells, to hone his tenses and bolster his vocabulary.David’s first job
at the Agency in 1996 was not glamorous: translating “open source” material such as the
Russian newspapers Izvestia and Pravda. He joked that rather than being recruited as a
clandestine operative, as he initially hoped, he had been captured by the nerds. His department,
the Agency’s Foreign Broadcast Information Service, occupied a nondescript office block seven
miles from CIA headquarters in Langley, northern Virginia, just outside Washington, DC. But
David’s facility with languages meant he was soon plucked from this backwater. After an
accelerated course at “The Farm,” the Agency’s training facility near Williamsburg, Virginia, he
was bound for his old stomping ground of Tashkent.In Uzbekistan, David had impressed his CIA
superiors with his thirst for every aspect of his job, barring bureaucracy. A case officer in
Pakistan destined for the highest ranks of the CIA had taken him under his wing, teaching him



the art of hands-on spying, recruiting assets, and navigating the intrigue of ethnic rivalries. David
was not fazed by danger and was happy to take risks. He seemed to be the kind of eccentric
who was a perfect fit for the CIA. Colleagues loved to tell the tale of how the Tyson family, with
Rosann’s parents in the back of the car, had stopped at a gas station in rural Uzbekistan. When
Rosann had looked around as the gas was being pumped, her husband had disappeared. Some
considerable time later—the exact period depended on who was recounting the story—he
returned, puzzled by the fuss over his absence. David had seen an elderly farmer working in a
field and walked over to talk to him. The old man had invited David to his home for tea; it would
have been rude to refuse.David had no sense of self-importance and would help anyone. He
was also uninterested in professional advancement. It was received wisdom that any new case
officer, and especially one who had joined the Agency late, should take a job in headquarters
after their first tour. Instead, David had signed up for a second stint in Tashkent. He was where
he wanted to be. Having left academia behind, David was now all in with the CIA. He had found
his new tribe.On September 11, David’s destination was a hotel close to Grosvenor Square in
London’s well-heeled Mayfair district. Although he had been in the CIA just three years, David’s
age, expertise in his region, and air of quiet self-assurance meant that he was being treated as
an operative with greater experience. The following day, he was to meet fellow CIA officers
inside the Agency’s vast London station, where the subject would be Afghanistan.* * *Ravaged
by war for more than two decades, Afghanistan was one of the poorest and most unstable
countries in the world. Its position between Persia, India, and the Arabian Sea made it a strategic
crossroads, and for millennia it had attracted a succession of invaders. In 2001, Afghans had a
life expectancy of forty-three years and a literacy rate around 25 percent. Some 3.5 million of its
population of 23 million were living in squalid refugee camps in Iran and Pakistan. The country
was infested with up to 7 million land mines, which killed or wounded more than 1,000 Afghans—
many of them children—each year.Many argued that Afghanistan was not even a country; David
tended to agree. With no majority ethnic group, and tribal or regional identities much stronger
than nationalism, it seemed forever destined to be engulfed by strife. For most of its history,
Afghanistan had been ruled by the Pashtuns, who made up 38 percent of the population and
were mostly in the south and east. But Tajiks, 25 percent of Afghans, had ruled from 1992 to
1996 with the help of Hazaras, 19 percent, and Uzbeks and Turkmens, 12 percent.Afghanistan
had become a Cold War battleground in April 1978, when the secular, modernist president
Daoud Khan was executed during a bloody coup by Marxists in the army. His killers created the
Soviet-backed Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA). The DRA was immediately opposed
by Islamic mujahideen fighters, who declared jihad—“holy war”—against the communist infidels.
Fearing the DRA would be overthrown, the Soviet Union invaded in December 1979 with
100,000 troops. What the Russians intended to be a short operation to prop up the DRA and its
puppet leader, Babrak Karmal, turned into a bloody occupation of more than nine years that cost
the lives of over 40,000 Soviet soldiers and 1.5 million Afghans—90 percent of them
civilians.During the war with the Soviets, most of Afghanistan was united against the common



enemy. The mujahideen, numbering up to 150,000 fighters, represented all ethnic factions;
money, weapons, and supplies poured in from the United States, Iran, Pakistan, China, Saudi
Arabia, and the Gulf states. Under President Ronald Reagan, from 1981 to 1987, it was the war
in Afghanistan that the CIA conducted that became the biggest clandestine operation in history.
Most US aid was administered through the CIA’s counterparts in the ISI, Pakistan’s intelligence
agency—a relationship that would come back to haunt the CIA. The United States provided $4.5
billion in aid to the mujahideen—a sum matched by Saudi Arabia—and in total the rebels
received $10 billion.Among the most prominent mujahideen leaders were Gulbuddin Hekmatyar,
a Pashtun extremist based in Pakistan; Ahmad Shah Massoud, a Tajik based in northern
Afghanistan; Abdul Haq, a moderate Pashtun in the east; and Karim Khalili, a Hazara Shia in
central Afghanistan. Opposing the mujahideen in alliance with the Russians were Abdul Rashid
Dostum and his ethnic Uzbeks in northern Afghanistan. They had strong links with Uzbekistan,
then part of the Soviet Union, and feared Pashtun domination. Secular and anti-Pashtun,
Dostum opposed Islamic fundamentalism and based his leadership on the interests of ethnic
Uzbeks and their autonomous way of life. Over the years to come, Dostum would wield power by
switching sides at strategic moments, consistently putting Uzbek tribalism above all else.
Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were the principal funders of the Pashtuns, who were fellow Sunni
Muslims, while Iran backed their fellow Shia.While the United States sent everything from
Tennessee mules to combat boots and chickpeas, it also supplied lethal aid. From 1986 on, the
CIA secretly provided the mujahideen with up to 2,500 shoulder-launched, heat-seeking Stinger
missiles that the rebels had requested to neutralize Soviet air power. The CIA also supported the
ISI efforts to recruit radical Islamists from around the world and persuade them to flock to
Pakistan to fight with the mujahideen. The virulently anti-communist Reagan administration,
which sought to stamp out Marxism from the globe, wanted to show that the Muslim world was
united against the Soviet Union. It even supplied Korans and anti-Soviet tracts to fighters who
would distribute them in Uzbekistan while carrying out guerrilla raids. The United States paid
mujahideen leaders handsomely: Massoud, for one, received $200,000 a month, on top of what
he was getting from the ISI.From 1982 to 1992, some 35,000 Islamic radicals from forty-three
countries fought with the mujahideen. The Saudis saw the Afghan jihad as a way of promoting
the fundamentalist Wahhabi strain of Islam and—as a bonus—took the opportunity to export
radicals who might cause trouble in their own kingdom. Among the Saudis who went to
Afghanistan was Osama bin Laden, who arrived in 1984 to assist the mujahideen with cash and
construction, and later took up arms. At the time, the choice could not have been easier for
America. So what if, as one former senior US official argued, the price of ending the Cold War
included backing “a few stirred-up Muslims” in a faraway land?While the United States
supported local mujahideen leaders in Afghanistan, it never funded or trained bin Laden or his
future Al-Qaeda lieutenants. Bin Laden’s “Arab Afghans” did not arrive until seven years after the
Soviet invasion, and they were never a major force within the mujahideen. US support for
Pakistani and Saudi sponsorship of Islamic fundamentalists in Afghanistan, however, did lead



indirectly to the founding of Al-Qaeda—Arabic for The Base—in 1988 and, thirteen years later,
to the blowback of 9/11.* * *When the Soviet Union collapsed at the end of 1991, CIA aid to
Afghanistan ended. The communist president Najibullah clung to power until April 1992. He
resigned and tried to flee the country, but was blocked at Kabul airport by the Uzbek forces of
Dostum, previously a loyal ally. Najibullah took refuge in the capital’s UN compound. With the
Soviets gone, the mujahideen dissolved into competing ethnic and religious factions that waged
a bloody, four-year civil war. After the fall of Najibullah, the Tajik forces of Burhanuddin Rabbani
and Massoud, supported by Dostum, seized Kabul, marking the first time in 300 years that the
Afghan capital had not been under Pashtun control. Hekmatyar laid siege to the Afghan capital,
bombarding it mercilessly. Pashtuns supported by Pakistan and Saudi Arabia fought Hazara
Shia backed by Iran. In January 1994, Dostum switched sides again, joining Hekmatyar to attack
Kabul.By the end of 1994, the Rabbani government, with Massoud commanding its military
forces, still held Kabul, but the country was disintegrating. Warlords ruled their fiefdoms, often
brutalizing their people; the economy was in shambles and corruption was rife. In this
environment, a new Pashtun group emerged, promising to cleanse Afghanistan. This was the
Taliban—fundamentalist Islamic students, or “talibs,” many of whom had grown up in refugee
camps and been educated in madrassas in Pakistan. They vowed to end abuses of power by re-
creating an Afghanistan based on the ideals of the Prophet Mohammed in the 7th century. The
Taliban, now backed by Pakistan, seized Kandahar in November 1994, followed by Herat some
ten months later. Hekmatyar and Dostum aligned themselves with their former foes Rabbani and
Massoud, hoping to fight off this new common enemy together. But it was too late.On
September 26, 1996, Massoud withdrew his forces from Kabul to the Panjshir Valley rather than
be wiped out. The Taliban had effectively won the civil war and now established the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan. The new regime’s first act was to make an example out of the hapless
Najibullah, who had spent four years at the UN compound. He was beaten, then driven from the
compound to the presidential palace, where he was castrated, dragged behind a jeep, and shot
dead. The bodies of Najibullah and his brother were hung by wire nooses from concrete traffic
posts. Cigarettes had been placed between their fingers and banknotes stuffed in their pockets
to symbolize their alleged debauchery and corruption.Rabbani fled the country and a month
later the Northern Alliance was formed, with Massoud, Dostum, Khalili, and some Pashtuns
coalescing in one anti-Taliban bloc. Massoud controlled the Panjshir Valley while Dostum held
the northern city of Mazar-i Sharif, along with six surrounding provinces. The Taliban had barred
women from working, forced men to grow long beards, and banned all games, including chess
and kite flying. In contrast, Dostum ran a modern, secular ministate, backed by Russia,
Uzbekistan, and Iran. He had his own airline, the markets were filled with French perfumes and
Russian vodka, and women wore lipstick and went to university.Mazar-i Sharif, Afghanistan’s
fourth-largest city, was an oasis of modernity and tolerance. Once a trading post near the ancient
Silk Road, it had become a place where Uzbeks, Tajiks, Hazaras, and even some Pashtuns lived
together peacefully. All this came to an end in May 1997, when Dostum’s deputy Abdul Malik



Pahlawan—who suspected that his brother had been murdered by Dostum—betrayed the
Uzbek leader. Malik cut a deal with the Taliban that would allow them to take over Mazar-i Sharif
in return for giving him a government post.Some 2,500 Taliban troops arrived in the holy city,
shut down the university, and imposed sharia law, prompting Dostum to flee to Turkey. The city’s
Hazaras revolted, massacring 600 of the Taliban. Malik, unhappy with the Taliban’s offer of only a
minor post in their government in exchange for his treachery toward Dostum, changed his mind.
Five days after his act of betrayal, he joined the Hazaras against the Taliban. Even considering
the history of shifting Afghan allegiances, this was an extraordinary turnaround. Malik then
followed up with another zealous interpretation of an Afghan tradition: the slaughter of prisoners.
Malik’s men were believed to have killed as many as 2,000 Taliban captives, some of whom
were thrown alive into wells and gruesomely killed by hand grenades dropped on their
heads.Dostum returned to Mazar-i Sharif from his exile in Turkey in September 1997, and the
treacherous Malik soon fled into Turkmenistan. But with the Uzbeks divided, Dostum managed
to control the city for only a year. A fresh Taliban offensive on Mazar-i Sharif, which Dostum and
his men could not withstand, ended with the Uzbek warlord being driven out—again—in August
1998. Dostum retreated to Bamiyan in central Afghanistan and then left for Iran.The Taliban, now
back in power throughout northern Afghanistan, killed Hazaras with a ferocity stunning even by
their own standards. They shot dead some 400 civilians who had sought sanctuary at the Shrine
of Hazrat Ali, and blew up the tomb of Abdul Ali Mazari, a Hazara leader killed by the Taliban in
1995, with civilians trapped inside. Mullah Manon Niazi, the new Taliban governor of Mazar-i
Sharif, declared that Hazaras, being Shia, were not Muslims and were to be “exterminated.” He
vowed: “Wherever you go we will catch you. If you go up, we will pull you down by your feet. If
you hide below, we will pull you up by your hair.” An estimated 8,000 Hazaras were murdered,
some by having their throats slit “the halal way”—one swipe of the blade across the throat—
others by being shot in the testicles. Human Rights Watch described it as “one of the single
worst examples of killings of civilians in Afghanistan’s 20-year war.” The Taliban raped Hazara
women, 400 of whom were kidnapped and taken as concubines. The murder by the Taliban of
eleven Iranian diplomats inside their consulate in Mazar-i Sharif prompted an international
outcry, and Iran dispatched troops to its border with Afghanistan.* * *Having narrowly avoided
war with Iran, the Taliban faced diplomatic isolation. In the United States, First Lady Hillary
Clinton declared: “We must give voice to women in Afghanistan, where women are brutalized
and silenced by the Taliban.” Mavis Leno, wife of the television comedian Jay Leno, championed
the issue among the Hollywood elite. There was also outrage that poppy cultivation and opium
and heroin production had skyrocketed since the Taliban had come to power, despite the
group’s pious words about the evils of narcotics. A State Department report concluded that the
Taliban had instituted a 10 percent tax on drugs to enrich itself and was “facilitating major
traffickers to move large quantities of morphine base and heroin to the West” in a bid to
destabilize the United States and Europe. Yet for all the concerns about the Taliban’s medieval
system of justice, repression of women, and drug dealing, for the CIA it was only the Taliban’s



relationship with Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaeda that mattered.Bin Laden had returned to
Saudi Arabia from Afghanistan in 1989 and then broken with his homeland after its royal family
allowed US troops to be stationed there during the 1991 Gulf War against Saddam Hussein’s
Iraq. When American forces stayed on after the war, bin Laden branded the interior minister, who
was a prince, a traitor. Bin Laden left Saudi Arabia in 1992 to take part in the Islamic revolution in
Sudan. In 1994, the country of his birth—angered by his continued and vocal criticism—revoked
bin Laden’s citizenship. After US and Saudi pressure led to his expulsion by Sudan in May 1996,
the now-stateless Al-Qaeda leader was given refuge by the Taliban, flying to Afghanistan in a
chartered jet along with a large armed entourage, three wives, and thirteen children. Three
months later, bin Laden declared jihad against the United States in a thirty-page fatwa. In
February 1998 he issued another fatwa, this one stating that “to kill Americans and their allies—
civilians and military—is an individual duty for every Muslim.”Six months later, on August 7,
1998, Al-Qaeda operatives bombed US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, killing 224 and
injuring 4,000. These were the deadliest attacks against Americans overseas since the 1983
Beirut bombings by Hezbollah. David Tyson, preparing for his posting to Tashkent, knew that
Osama bin Laden had become his country’s principal foe. President Bill Clinton responded with
seventy-five Tomahawk cruise missiles, which were fired at night on a pharmaceutical factory in
Sudan and on Al-Qaeda camps in Khost, northeastern Afghanistan, close to the Pakistan
border. Each missile cost around $750,000; the attacks cost the United States over $56 million.
Yet they killed no terrorist planners and failed to damage Al-Qaeda’s capabilities. It was an
anemic response that had handed bin Laden a publicity coup.2Blue Sky9:10 a.m. (GMT +4.5),
October 20, 1999;Above the Anjuman Pass, Badakhshan province, AfghanistanDavid Tyson
looked uneasily at the fuel leaking onto the deck of the battered Mi-17, a former Russian
transport helicopter provided by Ahmad Shah Massoud. As the aircraft passed over the peaks of
the Hindu Kush at 14,500 feet, it began to descend toward Massoud’s birthplace of Bazarak.
Below him, David saw the rusting wrecks of Soviet aircraft that had been shot down or had
crashed into the snowcapped mountains. He was part of a six-man CIA Counterterrorism Center
(CTC) team—codenamed Jawbreaker—heading into Afghanistan’s Panjshir Valley, a sliver of
land north of Kabul nestled between mountain flanks. There, the team would confer with
Massoud, the ethnic Tajik and former mujahideen commander who led the anti-Taliban forces of
the Northern Alliance. The CIA officers had taken off in the Mi-17 from Dushanbe, the
dilapidated, war-torn capital of Tajikistan—a city so riven by crime and gang warfare that the US
embassy and CIA station there had been closed.Massoud—the “Lion of the Panjshir”—was tall
and sinewy, with a wispy beard and a ridged nose. Fluent in French, he possessed a vast library
and was a student of Persian poetry as well as the guerrilla philosophies of Mao Zedong and
Che Guevara. He had been abandoned by the Americans after the Russians left and was
skeptical of this new set of CIA men, who told him they were not yet authorized to give him
weapons or help his men fight.Osama bin Laden was waging jihad against the West from
Afghanistan. He was a guest of the Taliban, but also their ally and benefactor. Al-Qaeda camps



in Afghanistan trained Arabs for its Brigade 055—also known as Ansar—which fought alongside
the Taliban. Bin Laden needed to bolster the Taliban so it could provide the territory from which
Al-Qaeda could operate. Mazar-i Sharif and the six provinces once held by Abdul Rashid
Dostum, Massoud’s Uzbek ally in the Northern Alliance, were now in Taliban hands. That meant
the fundamentalist regime controlled 90 percent of Afghanistan. Only the Panjshir Valley was
holding out, and Massoud was the lone major opposition figure in Afghanistan.When David had
arrived at the CIA’s Tashkent station in October 1998, his new boss had told him that a core part
of David’s job would be Afghanistan. “We’ve got the Taliban there and Osama bin Laden’s
running around,” said the station chief, Fred, a grizzled veteran openly contemptuous of the
Agency’s hierarchy. “Headquarters doesn’t give a shit. But I want you to learn about Afghanistan
because shit’s going to happen there someday.” Tapping David on the shoulders, he joked: “I
hereby anoint you Afghan référent,” using the French word for adviser or point of contact. They
were the only two CIA operations officers in Tashkent station.In February 1999, David’s wife,
Rosann, ran to the porch of their house in Tashkent when she heard an explosion and flung
herself to the ground when a second blast—much closer—shattered the windows. The
explosions were from six car bombs targeting government officials, killing sixteen and injuring
over 120. President Islam Karimov, Uzbekistan’s autocratic leader, a secular former communist,
narrowly escaped death. Declaring that he was “prepared to rip off the heads of 200 people” to
maintain security, he announced a crackdown on the perpetrators, the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan (IMU), an Islamist group sustained by Al-Qaeda. The IMU was based in Kabul and
had a significant presence in Mazar-i Sharif.Five countries shared major borders with
Afghanistan, and in 1998 none looked like a promising partner for the United States to take on Al-
Qaeda. Iran was an avowed enemy of the United States, while Pakistan was a sponsor of the
Taliban. Turkmenistan still recognized the Taliban government and was aligned with Russia.
Tajikistan provided some assistance to the US, but still looked to Moscow. Uzbekistan’s
President Karimov had a human rights record that made him unpalatable to the US State
Department. Geopolitical alignments, however, were shifting.The East Africa embassy bombings
had prompted a reassessment inside CIA headquarters and a fresh focus on bin Laden’s
sanctuary in Afghanistan. Although the Clinton White House remained disengaged, at the
highest levels of the CIA there was an assumption that it was just a matter of time before bin
Laden would strike America. Members of Alec station—the twenty-five-strong unit inside CTC
that tracked bin Laden—had repeatedly sounded the alarm about Al-Qaeda’s intentions. In June
1999 Rich Blee had become Alec station’s new leader. The tall, sandy-haired son of a legendary
CIA officer needed no persuading about the threat bin Laden posed. As station chief in Algiers,
he had witnessed veterans of the Afghan jihad lead an Islamist insurgency and massacre tens of
thousands of people. Blee felt in his bones that bin Laden would not stop after the Africa
bombings. As a highflier, his appointment was a sign of heightened CIA focus on Al-Qaeda.Blee
had made the case for the CIA’s Mi-17 mission into the Panjshir Valley to enlist Massoud in the
hunt for bin Laden—and he was leading the six-man Jawbreaker team. The US government was



divided over the Northern Alliance commander. The State Department was wary of Massoud’s
alleged involvement in the narcotics trade and his links to Iran. Despite all contrary evidence, it
also believed that the Taliban could be persuaded to give up bin Laden in return for diplomatic
recognition. The CIA’s Near East (NE) Division, one of the Agency’s most powerful and
prestigious directorates, tended to side with the State Department. NE Division ran the CIA’s
Islamabad station—which Blee and his allies regarded as out of touch and in thrall to Pakistan—
and believed the Pashtuns, the largest ethnic faction, held the key to Afghanistan’s future. Part of
this was a bureaucratic turf war. Within the CIA, responsibility for Afghanistan was split, with CTC
charged with working against bin Laden, and NE Division dealing with the Taliban. But there was
also an important philosophical question involved: should the United States work with Massoud,
the only commander fighting the Taliban and Al-Qaeda, or try diplomacy with the Islamists and
wait for a Pashtun opposition leader to emerge? For now, CTC had prevailed. “This situation is
going to change,” Blee told an exasperated Massoud in Bazarak, as David translated. “And then
we’re going to be looking toward allies. Our policy is stupid—I agree that we’re fighting with our
hands behind our backs—but I’m working within our system. So, be patient with us.”There were
four more Jawbreaker missions over the course of eighteen months as the CIA brought in
equipment to help Massoud collect intelligence. David was among the CIA officers who spoke
frequently with Massoud’s aides over encrypted channels and met with them in Tajikistan.
Despite its suspicions of Massoud, NE Division wanted to maintain its own links with him; its
Northern Alliance Liaison Team, or NALT, made forays into the Panjshir Valley and met with
Massoud in Paris. Blee’s hope was that Massoud could pass on intelligence about bin Laden’s
movements and a Predator drone strike would do the rest. But neither the political will nor the
legal authority to kill bin Laden existed in Washington, DC.In early 2000, Massoud’s men
mortared Darunta, an Al-Qaeda training base near Jalalabad, which bin Laden was suspected
to be visiting. Panic ensued at CIA headquarters—Massoud was acting on intelligence collected
with the help of the Agency, but the US government had not authorized lethal force against the
Al-Qaeda leader. Blee was forced to tell Massoud that his actions had been illegal and, if
repeated, the CIA would cut off aid. Only Blee’s frustration outweighed his embarrassment at
having to deliver a message that trying to kill bin Laden had been a faux pas.A CIA plan in May
2000 to snatch bin Laden at Tarnak Farms, his base on the outskirts of Kandahar airport, was
shelved due to fears of civilian casualties. To Blee’s dismay, the Agency’s hierarchy curtailed the
Jawbreaker missions out of concern that Massoud’s rickety helicopters were unsafe for CIA
officers. That prompted the CIA to buy its own Mi-17, painted in Uzbekistan Airways colors. For
Alec station, however, it felt like time was running out. In October 2000, 17 American sailors were
killed and 39 injured in an Al-Qaeda suicide attack on the USS Cole in the port of Aden in
Yemen. There was no military response from the Clinton administration.In late 2000 the CIA laid
out its “Blue Sky Memo,” a plan to take down the Taliban and go after Al-Qaeda by increasing
support to the Northern Alliance and Uzbekistan. The plan was built in part on David’s reporting
on the Afghan resistance, but he knew that it had been dead on arrival at the White House, with



neither the outgoing Clinton nor President-Elect George W. Bush engaged.David was among
those who feared that the CIA had fallen prey to Massoud’s magnetism and was failing to court
the other groups in the north. He was part of the CIA’s liaison with Uzbekistan’s intelligence
service, helping train commando teams that could be used against bin Laden. The Uzbeks were
pushing the CIA to work with the warlord Dostum, their ethnic kinsman, and David agreed that
he could be a valuable ally. If Massoud was controversial within the State Department, however,
Dostum was beyond the pale. Heavyset, with a powerful physique and features that showed his
Mongol heritage, he had a brushlike black mustache and short, graying hair. Dostum had fought
with the Russians, then betrayed his benefactor Najibullah. He had shelled Kabul and fought
with Hekmatyar against Massoud, only to swap sides again. Few in the US government felt he
could be trusted.Dostum was the son of a peasant, and his schooling had ended at the age of
twelve when he was sent to work in the oil and gas fields of Sheberghan in northern Afghanistan.
During his national service, it had become clear that he was a natural soldier, and he was sent to
the elite 444 Commando Unit in Jalalabad. In 1978—the year he joined the Afghan Communist
Army at age twenty-four—he had been given the nom de guerre Dostum, meaning “my friend.”
Now forty-seven, he had spent almost all his adult life at war. Even in a culture in which cruelty
and death were facts of life, Dostum was notorious for his determination to kill and his
unwillingness to give any quarter in battle. Dostum drank vodka and did not read poetry. His first
wife, Khadija, mother of his four eldest children, had died in bizarre circumstances in 1993.
Dostum insisted she was shot twice in the chest by an AK-47 that fell from behind a refrigerator
while she was cleaning; a former aide would later claim she was killed on his orders. The
Western sophisticates who had gravitated to the soulful Massoud would not be feting Dostum.
He was the archetypal Afghan warlord.When Dostum, at Massoud’s urging, returned from exile
in Turkey to northern Afghanistan in May 2001, however, David pushed for the CIA to woo him.
Like Massoud, Dostum was in the country and fighting the Taliban. While Massoud was
relatively safe in his own enclave, the Uzbek warlord was operating in the mountains in Taliban-
controlled territory. David sensed that the Tashkent station’s push to broaden the CIA’s links to
the anti-Taliban opposition would pay off in due course. But resources and manpower were
limited—Afghanistan was low in the Bush administration’s foreign-policy priorities—and for now
nearly all the eggs had been placed in the Massoud basket.On September 9, 2001, a Predator
drone had arrived at a secret CIA base at Shakhrisabz, 200 miles southwest of Tashkent, ready
to be used against bin Laden. But despite the urgent threat warnings emanating from Alec
station, US policy toward Al-Qaeda and Afghanistan had moved with glacial speed. The
Predator was “weapons system capable,” but no authorization had been given for it to be armed.
For now, the Hellfire missiles it had been outfitted to carry were stored in weapons lockers. Bill
Clinton had treated Al-Qaeda as a problem to be dealt with via legal means, while Bush’s new
administration was preoccupied with nation-state threats. In the meantime, the Afghans fighting
the Taliban and Al-Qaeda were dying as they begged for more American help. Time was about
to run out.* * *The subject of David’s meeting at the CIA’s London station was the Agency’s



secret program to buy back Stingers from Afghan warlords. After the Russian occupation, the
CIA had lost track of the missiles it had supplied to the mujahideen, and around 600 remained
unaccounted for. Iran had acquired some, while the Taliban reputedly possessed fifty-three. The
United States feared the Stingers might be used against civilian targets, but the buyback
program had also been a way of engaging, and paying, the Northern Alliance leaders. Massoud
had returned some missiles and so had Dostum, via the Uzbekistan intelligence service.David’s
first clandestine missions had been to receive Stingers inside Tajikistan. The CIA was offering up
to $150,000 apiece. It was not much of a bargain for the US taxpayer, who had already footed
the bill for them once, but it had become an important source of income for Massoud and other
anti-Taliban fighters.Events, however, had already overtaken the issue of Stinger buybacks. Two
days before, on September 9, Massoud had been slain by Al-Qaeda, who had sent two
Tunisians to pose as a television crew and detonate a suicide bomb hidden in a camera. Bin
Laden’s operatives had exploited Massoud’s Achilles’ heel—his ego. For years, Massoud had
enjoyed giving interviews to journalists who had trekked through the mountains to sit at his feet
and absorb his wisdom.David was stunned by Massoud’s death. The personality cult
surrounding the “Lion of the Panjshir” meant he had left no obvious heir to lead the Tajiks and
unite them with the rest of the Northern Alliance against the Taliban. Now, the CIA man
lamented, the Panjshir, the last stronghold, would fall to the Taliban and refugees would pour into
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The Taliban would control the whole of Afghanistan, giving bin Laden
free rein to plot attacks against America. It was a nightmare, and one that directly affected the
Tyson family. If the Taliban took control of land up to Afghanistan’s northern border, it would
embolden the Al-Qaeda–backed IMU—the Islamist group targeting the Karimov regime—to
launch more attacks inside neighboring Uzbekistan, especially against American targets. David
pondered the safety of Rosann and their children—Kara, eleven, and Mark, nine—in
Tashkent.All these ramifications flashed through David’s mind as Flight 201 headed west over
Kazakhstan and then Russia. There were no obvious solutions. But tomorrow, David reasoned
as he closed his eyes to try to get some sleep before London, would be another day.3Third
Option8 a.m. (GMT -4), September 11, 2001;Trumbo Point, Fleming Key, FloridaThe two scuba
divers rolled backward over the side of the Boston whaler into the tropical waters of the Gulf of
Mexico. There was no need for wet suits. It was already 83°F and the sea temperature only a few
degrees cooler. “Prepare to go subsurface!” the instructor ordered. The divers, tethered together
with a buddy line and attached to a buoy, dipped beneath the lapping waves and began to swim
toward the shore. Square-jawed with brown hair and blue eyes and a shade under six feet tall,
Captain Justin Sapp of the US Army’s 5th Special Forces Group was about to turn twenty-nine,
an elite soldier in peak physical condition. The four-week Special Forces combat diver course
was one of the toughest training courses in the Army and students had no time, even if they had
been allowed, to sample the bars and bright lights of nearby Key West. A graduate of Virginia
Military Institute (VMI), Justin had been a competitive high school swimmer, and he was one of
the outstanding students on the diving course, on track to pass with distinction. He and his Air



Force dive partner were breathing via Dräger LAR V closed-circuit oxygen rebreather units
strapped to their chests, allowing them to avoid detection by sending no bubbles to the
surface.A minute before Justin entered the water, and almost half an hour into David Tyson’s
flight to London, American Airlines Flight 11 had taken off from Boston Logan, bound for Los
Angeles. The Al-Qaeda hijacker Mohammed Atta was on board. Soon, the Boeing 767 would
alter course unexpectedly and head toward New York. More than 1,600 miles to the south of
Boston, Justin and his partner were swimming 2,000 meters (1.25 miles) to reach a red marker
on the beach. With no underwater terrain features to guide them, it required intense
concentration to follow the assigned bearing and balance their speed with minimal exertion to
avoid hypoxia.Justin, seven years into his Army career, had returned from leading Operational
Detachment Alpha (ODA) 522 on a training mission to Kuwait and Uzbekistan six weeks earlier.
ODAs were twelve-man teams that formed the basic fighting units of Special Forces, made up of
hardened sergeants and led by a captain with a warrant officer as his deputy. Commanding an
ODA was a test of a young officer’s toughness and leadership, and Justin had excelled—as he
had with every challenge in his Army career. After the ODA assignment, Justin had initially been
picked to lead a counterterrorist diving unit tasked with infiltrating oil rigs or pirate ships. Just
before he arrived in Key West, however, his new appointment had been changed. Instead he
was to be an S4, or company logistics officer—a dreaded rear-echelon role for a Type A officer
determined to be, in Army parlance, at the tip of the spear. Justin had shrugged off the setback.
He was a career Army officer who understood that he belonged to a system that would not
always cater to his wishes.Already, Justin had learned to live with the unexpected. His father,
Kenneth, had been a case officer in the Agency’s NE Division, taking his family with him on
postings throughout the Middle East. Kenneth Sapp’s obituary would describe him as “a warrior,
scholar, patriot, spy.” In 1976, a year into the Lebanese Civil War, when Justin was four, the
Sapps had been evacuated from Beirut, leaving behind all their furniture and household effects.
They had been evacuated again in 1979, this time from Libya, after demonstrators supporting
the Iranian revolution set fire to the US Embassy in Tripoli; Justin’s father had grabbed the
American flag as he fled.Justin Sapp had wanted to be a soldier for as long as he could
remember, growing up with tales of his grandfather, a 101st Airborne sergeant major, fighting at
the Battle of the Bulge, and watching the movie Patton, for which Francis Ford Coppola won an
Oscar. Justin’s family had a strong military tradition. His younger brother was at VMI and
destined for the 82nd Airborne Division, and their father had served in the Army before joining
the CIA.In Uzbekistan, Justin’s ODA 522 had trained Uzbek army special forces, or Spetsnaz, to
carry out operations against the Al-Qaeda–backed IMU. During a preliminary visit there in May
2001, Justin had met David Tyson, who had been shuttling visitors from a hotel to the embassy.
Justin had chatted with the friendly American driving the Land Cruiser, unaware that he was a
CIA officer. David was helping oversee the training of elite Spetsnaz commando units that could
be used in a mission to kill bin Laden. During ODA 522’s time in Uzbekistan, five Uzbek soldiers
had been killed by a mine, and the unit they were training had been called away to deal with an



IMU border incursion from Afghanistan.As a college student at VMI in 1992, Justin Sapp had
interned at the CIA—a customary opportunity for the children of Agency officers, and often a first
step toward a career as a spy. He had been assigned to the Office of Leadership Analysis, part
of the Agency’s Directorate of Intelligence. While Justin filed news clippings from South Asian
periodicals, he was able to eavesdrop on the Central Asia analysts a cubicle away. They were
preoccupied with the actions of Dostum, who had just turned against Najibullah.Justin had been
fascinated by the discussion of Dostum’s treachery and the speculation about his next move.
Dostum was then at the height of his power, commanding three infantry divisions and one
armored brigade; he had 200 T-55 and T-62 tanks at his disposal, as well as 60 MiG-21 fighters
and Su-22 fighter-bombers. Despite the subject matter they were debating, Justin had viewed
the analysts as far removed from the action. Eager for what he considered real adventure, he
redoubled his determination to join the Army. Years later in Uzbekistan, Justin had wanted to see
Afghanistan for himself. During his stint with ODA 522, he had tried to visit the Friendship Bridge
at Termez, which connected the former Soviet republic with Afghanistan and was the route for
the last departing Russian troops in February 1989. The bridge was a controlled military zone,
however, and Justin was told that going there was impossible.At the end of the diving course,
Justin was due to report back to the 5th Special Forces Group at Fort Campbell, a sprawling
base sixty miles northwest of Nashville that straddled the border between Tennessee and
Kentucky. There, he had already been identified as a bright prospect by Colonel John
Mulholland, who had arrived as the new 5th Group commander in July. Mulholland, an imposing
six feet five with a booming voice, had come from Delta Force, the Army’s secret “special
mission unit,” and had already stamped his outsize personality on the 5th Group. He was
disappointed by the state of readiness he had inherited and concerned that Special Forces had
been starved of resources for two decades at the expense of Delta Force and the 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment, the “Night Stalkers” helicopter unit that supported Special
Forces. Mulholland also worried about the lack of plans for operations beyond the Middle East
but within the 5th Group’s area of responsibility. Afghanistan had been ignored in favor of a focus
on the threat from countries such as Iraq. The primary responsibility of Justin’s ODA 522 had
been to build an underground resistance in Kuwait should Saddam Hussein’s Iraq invade again.
One thing that did satisfy Mulholland, however, was the quality of the officers and NCOs serving
in the 5th Group’s ODAs.All this was a world away from Justin’s thoughts as he and his dive
partner approached the shore of Fleming Key. His entire focus was on the compass he held in
front of him; he was oblivious to everything above the waves.It was 8:44 a.m. and Flight 11, with
Egyptian hijacker Mohammed Atta now at the controls, was approaching Manhattan from the
north. Amy Sweeney, a flight attendant, had reached an American Airlines manager in Boston by
phone and told him the plane had been taken over by Middle Easterners who had slashed the
throat of a first-class passenger, stabbed two cabin staff, and stormed the cockpit. They had
sprayed Mace and claimed they had a bomb. “Something is wrong,” Sweeney said. “We are in a
rapid descent…We are all over the place.”* * *8:44 a.m. (GMT -4), September 11, 2001;Giant



Food supermarket, Manassas, VirginiaThis was not the life that Shannon Spann had expected
when she joined the CIA. Holding her three-month-old baby, Jake, with one hand and steering a
grocery cart with the other, she had just dropped her stepdaughters off: Alison, nine, at
Manassas Elementary School, and Emily, four, at preschool. Now she was cruising the aisles of
this suburban Virginia supermarket to gather the ingredients for a calzone dinner. Though
Shannon had been assessed at the end of her training at The Farm nine months earlier as a CIA
officer of high potential, her career was currently on hold.Slim, pale, and with straight, center-
parted black hair framing an angular face, Shannon cut a striking figure. There was a grace and
poise about the thirty-two-year-old, even as she had to cope with a baby and two new
stepchildren. Shannon was attached to the Agency’s CTC, where she’d been assigned at the
start of the year after The Farm. Since June 1999, everything in her life had changed. She had
met her husband, Mike Spann—a former Marine Corps officer now working as assistant to the
chief of the Ground Branch within the Agency’s paramilitary Special Activities Division (SAD). An
unexpected pregnancy meant that they had added Jake to their newly blended family. Now,
Shannon was on maternity leave.Mike’s then-wife, Kathryn, had delayed their divorce during a
bitter custody battle. That meant he had not been able to marry Shannon until the day after Jake
was born. The ceremony took place in their townhouse on Lanae Lane in Manassas Park two
hours after the couple and their baby arrived home from the hospital. The only witnesses present
had been the civil officiant and the three children. Just after the Fourth of July holiday, barely a
month after Jake’s birth, Mike had been sent to the Balkans on a two-month assignment. He had
returned three days earlier, September 8, and was now scheduled to be at home until after
Christmas.At last, life was looking a little clearer for the Spanns. Mike and Shannon had
discussed with CIA managers dual postings to Islamabad station. Pakistan, with its support for
the Taliban and Al-Qaeda despite its status as a US ally, would be a professional challenge.
Islamabad station was considered suitable for officers to be accompanied by families, and there
was an American school there for the girls.Shannon had noticed Mike almost immediately
among the several dozen fellow students at The Farm. Both were thirty, born three months apart
in 1969, yet on the surface almost entirely different. He was from Alabama and was one of the
former military students who made up about 20 percent of the class. She was a civilian, a lawyer
from California. He was known as “Silent Mike,” a man of intense focus with a serious, almost
forbidding mien. She was more outgoing and appeared more carefree. But each had a failed
marriage behind them and both were Christian and staunchly conservative. When he was
growing up, Mike’s Christianity had been cultural and instinctive, while Shannon’s was more a
matter of doctrine and study. As he got older, however, Mike’s faith had deepened. At The Farm,
he would slip away to church services in Williamsburg each Sunday—something virtually no
other student, including Shannon, made it a priority to do.Mike was from a prominent family in
the Appalachian foothill town of Winfield, which had four stoplights and 4,548 inhabitants.
Originally named Needmore, Winfield lacked a movie theater and was in a county where the
sale of alcohol had been banned since Prohibition. Mike’s father, Johnny, was a real estate agent



and developer with an office on Winfield’s main street, and his mother, Gail, was a homemaker.
Their son was christened Johnny Micheal Spann, the middle name spelled the Irish way in a nod
to his mother’s ancestry. Mike had two sisters: Tonya, three years younger, and Tammy, six years
younger. A solid student but no standout, Mike had lifted weights to bulk up his frame and had
become a wide receiver and running back on the Winfield High School football team, playing
without apparent fear. He attended Sunday school at the Church of Christ, fished for bass, got in
trouble when he shot a cow with a .22 rifle after mistaking it for a deer, and charmed his
teachers, who saw in him the archetype of the all-American boy.During a flying lesson—he went
on to gain his pilot’s license at age twenty—Mike buzzed his friends on the football team, who
whooped and waved. When he graduated in the Class of ’87, he was one of only six seniors who
selected a Bible verse as his philosophy of life. He chose Proverbs 13:20: “He that walketh with
wise men shall be wise; but a companion of fools shall be destroyed.” Always intent on a career
in law enforcement or the military, Mike had gone on to study criminal justice at Auburn
University, where he drove a pickup truck and lived in a trailer to save money. In his senior year,
Tonya, who was also studying at Auburn, had telephoned home to grumble about her
overprotective brother: “Mother, you’ve got to do something about him,” she said. “I had a date,
and Mike was waiting outside the door for my boyfriend.”At twenty-two, Mike had married
Kathryn Webb, known in his family as Cissy, from Winfield’s neighboring town of Guin. They had
met during one of Mike’s trips home during college. She was twenty on their wedding day, and
their first daughter, Alison, was born seven months later. Mike had then joined the Marines as an
artillery officer and trained as a parachutist and diver. During his eight years in the Marines, he
and his young family were stationed in Okinawa, Japan, and at Camp Lejeune in North Carolina.
Kathryn had been pregnant with Emily, born in 1997, when she discovered she had ovarian
cancer. Mike had been away on Marine Corps duty for eight months of that pregnancy, and by
the time they had moved to Virginia for him to join the CIA, the marriage, always troubled, was
unraveling. They separated in April 2000 after Mike discovered a love letter that Kathryn had
written to a fellow worker at the local post office. Making matters even more complicated,
Kathryn’s cancer had returned a year after the separation, and she was now undergoing
chemotherapy. A court hearing over custody, set to conclude on September 11, 2001, had been
postponed because of her treatment.Shannon Spann, neé Joy, had grown up in Tustin, a former
California farm town swallowed by the suburban sprawl of Orange County. She was the middle of
three daughters and her father was a mechanical engineer who had worked on the space
program for McDonnell Douglas. The race to beat the Soviets to the moon was part of her
family’s ethos of the primacy of American values in the world. Tustin was conservative and
patriotic, its leading lights well-educated but not elitist. Shannon had grown up in a close-knit
family, attending church and studying hard at Tustin High School. There she was in the pep
squad, elected to a seat in the student senate, and chosen Queen of the Winter Formal.
Shannon then studied English and American Studies at UCLA.While still an undergraduate, she
had become Shannon Verleur when she married a man from a prominent local family, who was



four years her senior and had been her boyfriend since high school. Next she studied at Trinity
Law School, a small Christian college in Orange County, passing the bar in 1995 at age twenty-
six. Scarcely a year later Shannon found herself the dean of Trinity Law, then preparing to merge
with the evangelical Trinity International University. Driven but somewhat sheltered, she had
been on the board of a Bible-translation foundation. Her well-ordered life, however, had become
unglued. Her marriage had foundered, and there was a sense of something missing in her life.
Restless, and mortified by her divorce, she was eager to escape California.Flicking through the
pages of The Economist one day, Shannon’s eye had been caught by an advertisement: “Do you
have what it takes?” A photograph of a young professional woman with a confident smile had
five attributes superimposed: Integrity, Intellect, Common Sense, Patriotism, Courage. The ad
went on to explain: “You will need to deal with fast-moving, ambiguous, and unstructured
situations that will test your resourcefulness to the utmost. This is the Clandestine Service of the
CIA.”Overt advertising was a new strategy for the CIA, whose strength had shrunk from more
than 20,000 employees to 16,000 after the end of the Cold War. It had traditionally sought out
recruits individually, just as David Tyson had been approached several years earlier. After
applying on a whim, and undergoing a raft of interviews, Shannon was accepted. She broke her
lease—telling the university she was bound for a State Department career—and in June 1999
reported to CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia, seven miles up the Potomac River from
Washington, DC.Upon her arrival, Shannon, along with Mike and their fellow recruits, was
guided into the CIA lobby, crossing the Agency’s seal, set in granite in the floor. The students
were then shown the Memorial Wall, to the right of the lobby. It was a somber sight for every
recruit, bringing home the reality that their career could end by paying the ultimate price. Carved
into the white Alabama marble were seventy-eight stars, each marking the death of a CIA officer
in the line of duty. The 77th and 78th stars were for Agency officers killed in the Al-Qaeda
bombing of the US Embassy in Nairobi in 1998.At The Farm, Shannon had found herself drawn
to “Silent Mike,” who exuded strength and applied a laser focus to everything he did. Other
students had found it difficult to get past his outward demeanor as a driven and opinionated
Southerner. Art Keller, a former Army officer with a degree in international affairs who had
studied in Russia and Germany, had been paired with Mike throughout the course and found
they disagreed on almost everything. “He was conservative and very black-and-white,” Keller
later recalled. “He wasn’t traditional case-officer material. Case officers live in a world of nuance
and gray.” During a lecture about the care and nurturing of agents, Keller said, Mike had asked,
in essence: “Why won’t these fuckers just do what we tell them?” This was, Keller felt, the result
of Mike’s experience in the Marines, working in a high-caliber military unit in which everyone was
held to high standards with a minimum of supervision. The only time Keller had managed to get
a smile from Mike was when a classmate had made a mistake and Keller, referring to the police
patrol work that Mike had done during his criminal justice course, said: “Mike, I bet it’s just like
the good old days when you put on your mirrored shades, walked up to someone you just pulled
over and be like, ‘You just done fucked up, son.’”Classmates at The Farm also noticed a shadow



hanging over Mike that seemed to stem from his divorce. He said little about it but let slip to
Keller that Kathryn was trying to use his new career against him in their child custody case,
claiming he was a CIA assassin. Mike displayed a burning intensity at times. In one exercise in
which a Farm instructor played a CIA asset being recruited, marks were deducted because the
instructor felt that Mike had been about to reach across the table and throttle him.There was
more to Mike, however, than the monochromatic front he often presented. Soon, one of his
closest friends on the course was Amy, a Californian who had run a nightclub in Southeast Asia
before taking a master’s degree in public policy. The military aspects of the course were
anathema to Amy, but Mike quietly helped her—without ever revealing that he had done so. Mike
was trying to figure out how he could work for the CIA and look after his daughters. Divorce and
single fatherhood hadn’t been part of the life he had expected. Amy, who had backpacked and
lived with tribes in Africa, was not from his world, so he opened up to her. One evening Amy
asked him, “Are you ever going to date?” Mike confessed that he was attracted to Shannon,
citing her polish and sophistication. Amy laughed. “Dude, she’s so out of your league,” she told
him. “There’s no way. Mike, she’s a lawyer, she’s from California. I just don’t see that
happening.”But Shannon was attracted to qualities in Mike Spann that might not have been
readily apparent to others. Beneath the seriousness and the pain of his divorce was a wry, quirky
sense of humor and humility, even vulnerability. Shannon and Mike, along with Amy, had become
part of a small group determined to enjoy the residential course despite its all-consuming
relentlessness.Shannon found herself wanting to impress Mike. He had gently mocked the
“civilians” in the class, so when the trainees were required to take the Army Fitness Test in
preparation for parachute jumping, she became determined to achieve 100 percent. When she
did, he took note.Mike was a practical joker, and Shannon had let it slip that she was afraid of
insects. The students had been split into two barracks. Mike and Amy hatched an elaborate plan
for a prank on their rivals, who included Shannon. They ordered 10,000 live crickets from a farm
store, and then arranged for another student to collect the insects and hide them under a pile of
leaves in a forest. The pair sneaked out of class, jumped on bicycles, and rode into the forest to
retrieve the crickets.As they were speeding back, dressed in camouflage gear and laughing at
the ridiculousness of it all, Amy called out, “You know we might get kicked out for this?” Mike
shouted back, “I don’t care, Amy. It was totally fucking worth it.” When Shannon opened her room
to find it swarming with crickets, she managed to suppress her panic, which prompted further
admiration from Mike.Dating, however, did not interest Shannon. Her plan was to move overseas
and avoid entanglements. She had told herself that she did not need people—that she should
be alone and celibate. When Mike asked if she’d like to go for a movie or dinner sometime, she
had refused, adding, “I hope I haven’t ruined our chance to be friends, because I enjoy spending
time with you.” That, Mike later said, was “like twisting the knife.”Shannon wanted to keep things
professional and casual between them. Soon, however, she realized she was falling in love, and
feared she had blown her chance. Several weeks after the rebuff, Mike asked Shannon to lunch
at an Indian restaurant in Williamsburg. Assuming it was a group meal, she arrived to discover it



was just the two of them. After that they were a couple—under the radar at first, then more
openly. The Farm was a fishbowl of CIA officers being trained in surveillance and situational
awareness, so subterfuge would probably have been futile.Right away, the relationship turned
serious. Neither was interested in a fling. Almost immediately, they began talking about how to
merge their lives. About two months before the end of the course, Shannon learned she was
pregnant. Amy watched Shannon dealing with the news with an almost serene acceptance and
a determination to press forward and make everything work. Amy had concluded that Mike and
Shannon, despite their obvious differences, were ultimately two sides of the same coin. Each felt
lucky that the other was offering them a second shot at life. When Art Keller realized that Mike
and Shannon were a couple, he began to wonder if he’d misjudged the former Marine—there
must be a lot more to him than the Southern gunslinger stereotype if he had managed to win
Shannon.It would take time for Shannon to bond with Mike’s family in Winfield. As a lawyer from
California who took her tea hot and unsweetened, she felt like an alien in Alabama. Her
appearance on the scene, the swift pregnancy, had been like a record scratch for Mike’s parents,
who had yet to take down their photographs of Kathryn.The person at The Farm who Mike had
known the longest was Brian, who had served with him as a Marine officer in Okinawa and
Camp Lejeune. Both had been specialist fire support officers in the Air Naval Gunfire Liaison
Company (ANGLICO). Brian knew that Mike wanted to strive for more than the Marines could
offer. Though he loved the Marines, Mike had not been interested in staff jobs or training billets.
Brian also knew Mike had earned the respect of enlisted Marines—not an easy feat for a young
lieutenant—because there was no bluster or self-aggrandizement about him. Mike was thinking
beyond military tactics and considering strategic questions. Although both he and Brian were
paramilitary officers, they shared an ambition to become case officers, learn languages, and do
much more than just fight.Mike had a keen sense that Al-Qaeda was a growing threat. In early
2001, he was on a training course with Brian when the subject of the USS Cole bombing came
up. “What would we be doing right now as a country if the Cole had snapped in half and gone to
the bottom of the Gulf of Aden?” Mike asked. “Would we be on a training course?” The crew of
the Cole had battled valiantly to save their ship. Mike suspected that their success in doing so
had let the politicians off the hook. But it would be only a brief respite. Mike learned more about
the Al-Qaeda threat during a temporary assignment to Uzbekistan, where he met David Tyson,
who was struck by his seriousness and intensity. Mike helped train commandos that he hoped
might one day be the CIA’s partners in hunting down Osama bin Laden.Shannon’s maternity
leave would soon be over, and she would return to the CIA to begin her career as a spy in
earnest. A family and professional adventure in Pakistan beckoned. She had already achieved a
lot of the things she had planned for in her life. But perhaps, she reflected as she headed for the
Giant Food checkout line, the best things were the ones that weren’t planned. It was around 8:46
a.m. by the time she reached the cashier.“Oh my God, we are way too low,” Amy Sweeney, the
flight attendant onboard Flight 11 had just told the Boston manager. Those were her last words
as the plane plunged into the North Tower of the World Trade Center in New York between floors



93 and 99.* * *At the checkout, the clerks were chatting about an accident in New York. They’d
heard that an aircraft had flown into the World Trade Center. “Gosh, that’s terrible,” Shannon
thought. “It must have been an accident.” As she drove the three or four minutes to get home,
she heard on the radio that it was a small private plane. But Shannon knew that early reports
were often wrong; she had been trained to be skeptical.When she turned on the television at
home and saw the startling gash in the north face of the World Trade Center’s North Tower, she
felt certain it was an airliner.At 9 a.m., on board United Airlines Flight 175, heading from Boston
to Los Angeles, Peter Hanson, a passenger, called his father to tell him that hijackers armed with
knives and Mace had taken over the plane, and that he thought they intended to fly it into a
building. “Don’t worry, Dad,” he said. “If it happens, it’ll be very fast—my God, my God.” As the
call ended abruptly, his father heard a woman scream.Shannon watched as Flight 175
punctured the south face of the World Trade Center’s South Tower between floors 77 and 85 at
9:03 a.m. She knew immediately that this was a coordinated terrorist attack—and that the only
group with both the intent and the capability to pull it off was Osama bin Laden’s Al-Qaeda.
Inside CIA headquarters, Mike, at his desk in the Special Activities Division, had reached the
same conclusion. The couple spoke briefly on the phone to check that each other was safe—a
conversation between not just a wife and husband but also two counterterrorism officers who
grasped the magnitude of a 21st-century Pearl Harbor.At 9:16 a.m., Barbara Olson, a
conservative commentator and wife of Theodore Olson, the Bush administration’s solicitor
general, called her husband from American Airlines Flight 77, telling him it had been hijacked.
When he warned her that two planes had been flown into the World Trade Center, she asked
him: “What can I tell the pilot? What can I do? How do I stop this?” She had delayed her flight to
Los Angeles for a day because September 11 was her husband’s birthday. At 9:37 a.m., Flight
77 slammed into the western side of the Pentagon, nine miles east along the Potomac River
from CIA headquarters.At 9:55 a.m., passengers aboard United Airlines Flight 93 banded
together to storm the cockpit and wrest control of the plane from the hijackers; Todd Beamer
was heard by a ground operator saying, “Are you guys ready? Let’s roll.” They were the first
Americans to fight back against Al-Qaeda, their lives ending in a field in Pennsylvania.* *
*Within CTC, there was a fear that the CIA would be next. Analysts remembered that Ramzi
Yousef, the mastermind of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, had been part of a plot to fly
an explosives-laden plane into CIA headquarters. At 10 a.m., the word EVACUATE flashed in red
on every computer screen in the building. Mike, already enraged by the mass murder he had just
witnessed, was now fuming that he was being ordered to desert his post. “Why are we leaving
when we can stay and do something?” he asked colleagues. At 10:03 a.m., Flight 93, the fourth
and last hijacked plane in the air, crashed in Shanksville, southeast of Pittsburgh. The hijackers
had sent it into a dive as Beamer and the other passengers were about to breach the cockpit
door. Al-Qaeda’s plan had been to fly the plane into the White House or the US Capitol in
Washington. “This is so stupid,” Mike vented to Shannon on the phone. “We’re the CIA. We’re not
supposed to go home.”Only CIA personnel deemed “essential” that day were to remain on duty.



Mike did not view himself as surplus to requirements. There may have been little for him to do
immediately, but he knew that would soon change. The Special Activities Division’s motto was
TERTIA OPTIO, or “Third Option,” a reference to covert action as a third option after diplomacy
and military force. The first thing Mike said when he walked through the door at Lanae Lane an
hour later was “It’s war.”In her fourth-grade classroom at Manassas Park Elementary School,
Alison Spann was confused as to why children were being sent home. By recess, she knew
something was wrong because she was one of only three pupils left. No explanation was given
for fear of upsetting the children, many of whose parents had jobs at the Pentagon or in other
government facilities. Alison had been told that her father worked at the State Department, his
official cover. CIA officers were advised not to tell young children of their true affiliation in case of
playground chatter.Eventually, Alison caught the school bus home and was greeted at the bus
stop by a friend, who told her excitedly, “Someone flew a plane into the Empire State Building!”
Alison was taken aback when her father answered the door at home—he was never there before
6 p.m. When she blurted out that the Empire State Building had been attacked, Mike told his
daughter that she was mistaken, and he would explain.They watched footage of the attacks
together before sitting down to eat the calzones Shannon had shopped for that morning. Mike
explained that bad men known as terrorists had flown planes into buildings in New York and the
Pentagon while another aircraft had crashed in rural Pennsylvania after brave passengers had
fought back. Soon, he told Alison, other Americans would be sent to find the terrorists who had
carried out the attacks and stop them from striking again.* * *9:10 a.m. (GMT -4), September
11, 2001;Trumbo Point, Fleming Key, FloridaJustin Sapp and his dive partner had been in the
water for around seventy minutes when they reached the shore of Fleming Key. They emerged
just twenty yards from the red marker they had been aiming for. The instructor logging the results
for each pair gave them a thumbs-up as they walked up the beach to the freshwater station to
wash out their Drägers. They were in high spirits. There would be classroom work for the rest of
the morning, then afternoon and evening dives.At the freshwater station, a dozen or so student
divers were cleaning their rebreathing apparatus. The mood was light and there was banter
about who had missed their marker by the farthest. As he rinsed his equipment, a laborious
process, Justin heard two instructors talking about a terrorist attack. His mind flitted back to
Osama bin Laden and Uzbekistan, which he had left in July. There, he had seen matchbooks
produced by the State Department offering a $25 million FBI reward for information leading to
the capture of the Al-Qaeda leader. The thought had barely formed when another instructor told
him, “Hey, your girlfriend called.” Justin thought: “That’s strange. I never gave her the number of
the school. Why would she be calling me on a Tuesday morning?” The instructor asked, “Haven’t
you heard about New York?”The students were told to grab their kit and run up to the classroom;
within minutes, a sergeant was pushing a cassette into the VHS player. The picture on the
screen flickered, then came video footage of the second plane slamming into the World Trade
Center. “Gentlemen, the nation is under attack,” the sergeant told them. “We await our orders. In
the interim, we’re suspending training and your task is to guard the dive facility from further



attack.” Justin’s mind raced. In the next few minutes, he learned that the Pentagon had also been
hit and that a fourth plane had come down in Pennsylvania. Who knew when the next attack
would come? Justin thanked his lucky stars that he was not already behind the company S4’s
desk at Fort Campbell. That meant he was available. Whatever happened, he vowed, he was
going to be in this fight.* * *8:05 p.m. (GMT +1), September 11, 2001;London Heathrow
Terminal 2David Tyson descended the steps of the airport bus that had taken him and his fellow
passengers from the Uzbekistan Airways gate to the main terminal and immigration. After
sleeping only fitfully on the flight, he felt a little groggy. It was just after 2 a.m. in Tashkent. In the
United States, it was past 3 p.m., but there had been no announcements during his flight about
the horrific events in New York, Washington, and Pennsylvania. When he got into the terminal,
the waiting areas were unusually empty. All flights from Heathrow had been suspended.
Crowded around televisions suspended from the ceilings, knots of people watched quietly as
footage of the jets flying into the World Trade Center and occupants of the towers jumping to
their deaths was played again and again.While most Americans focused solely on the atrocities
on the country’s East Coast, David’s mind glided to Afghanistan. At last, he reasoned, the CIA
would be able to go after bin Laden. The two years of mounting frustration, pleading for
resources, issuing warnings, begging for permission to help Massoud, pushing to meet with
Dostum—all that was over.David grasped that the 9/11 attacks were a strategic gift to the
Northern Alliance. Without Al-Qaeda’s assault on America, the Taliban would have recaptured
the Panjshir Valley and Afghanistan would have fallen. Now, the strategic landscape had been
transformed. David had no doubt that American teams would be sent into the north of the
country. He was the CIA’s only Uzbek linguist, and one of a handful of officers with current
Afghanistan experience. He would be going in. He called the CIA’s London station. The embassy
was locked down and the Stinger meeting had been canceled. He had to return to Tashkent as
soon as possible.4Showtime6:15 a.m. (GMT -4), September 12, 2001;9413 Lanae Lane,
Manassas Park, VirginiaThere was never any question in Mike Spann’s mind that he would be
part of America’s response to the Al-Qaeda attack on 9/11. He had left the Marines because the
prospect of staff jobs and more training exercises failed to excite him. Mike was recently
remarried with a baby son, and two daughters whose mother was gravely ill. No one would have
criticized him if he had stayed behind. Shannon Spann briefly wondered whether it was right that
he should go, before concluding that this was what her new husband had joined the CIA to
do.For Mike, the choice between country and family was a false one. By protecting his country,
he was protecting his family. In his application to join the CIA, Mike had written: “I am an action
person that feels personally responsible for making any changes in this world that are in my
power because if I don’t no one else will.” Six months into his career at the Agency, Mike had
emailed a dozen pieces of advice to a member of a church youth group he had taught. Among
them were “Don’t be a follower. Dread naught and NEVER quit” and “Spread the Christian and
conservative message through your actions and deeds. ALWAYS do the right thing, in the end all
you have is your character. Remember to always vote Republican.”At The Farm, Mike had



expressed his views in Manichean terms. He was open about his conservatism and had little
interest in engaging in political back-and-forth. Now, the country was experiencing a swelling
patriotism, a yearning for vengeance, and an acknowledgment that there would be sacrifices.
The self-indulgent complacency of the 1990s was over. There was evil in the world, and
Americans had to be sent to faraway lands to stamp it out so it did not reach home shores again.
Mike had always felt this way. Suddenly, America was a lot more like him. It was as if God had
placed him on the earth for this moment.In the higher echelons of the CIA, the man of the hour
was Cofer Black, director of CTC and Shannon Spann’s ultimate boss. Standing six three, with a
slicked-back, receding hairline and a bulky, looming presence, the fifty-one-year-old reminded
some colleagues of the actor Jack Nicholson. He was a legendary case officer from Africa
Division who had reveled in working the streets of the world’s hellholes. The pinnacle of his
career thus far had been as Khartoum station chief in Sudan, a failing state that was a magnet to
outlawed groups, which he referred to as a “superbowl of terrorism.” In Khartoum he had
overseen the tracking down of Carlos the Jackal, who had been ambushed by the French,
bundled into a small plane, and flown to Paris for a trial. After Black’s role in that operation was
revealed, most likely by Sudanese sources, bin Laden targeted him for assassination or
kidnapping, dispatching Al-Qaeda surveillance teams to plot his movements.The son of a Pan
Am pilot, Black had first visited sub-Saharan Africa as a young boy, being dropped off at airfields
in Nigeria, Gambia, and Liberia and allowed to roam freely. Before boarding school in
Connecticut, he had attended a preparatory school in Sunningdale, Berkshire, just outside of
London. Vestiges of an English accent remained in his voice. Renowned for having the courage
to take risks and for the vivid, portentous turns of phrase that he used to express hard truths,
Black retained the swagger of his years in the field but now dressed formally and wore shirts with
French cuffs. Many accomplished case officers felt out of their element in headquarters, but
Black had mastered the politics—displaying, as one protégé noted, “a rare mix of prudence and
fearlessness.”In the two years and three months he had been leading CTC, Black repeatedly
warned the Clinton and Bush administrations that Al-Qaeda planned to attack America. That
message had been amplified by Black’s boss, George Tenet, the cigar-chomping CIA director
whose route into the intelligence world had been as a senior aide on Capitol Hill. Tenet, who had
never been a spy, was a backslapping master at maintaining relationships and navigating
Washington, DC. Tenet was the only member of Bill Clinton’s Cabinet who had been kept on by
George W. Bush. Underneath Black was Rich Blee—the Alec station chief who was monitoring
the bin Laden threat.Black had concluded that the White House viewed the Cole attack as the
cost of doing business; many more body bags would be required to prompt any action. Clinton
later insisted that he had “tried to take Mr. Bin Laden out of the picture for the last four years-plus
I was in office,” claiming that the CIA had been given the authority it needed. But the CIA’s legal
advice had been that Black and his officers were authorized to capture bin Laden; only if a
capture operation went wrong could he be killed. Otherwise, CIA officers could face felony
charges for assassinating the Al-Qaeda leader. Black felt that a political trap had been laid for



the Agency. “This is sometimes a corollary of service in the CIA,” he observed later. “If it’s
successful, they [the White House] did it. If there’s a problem, it’s all you, baby.” He insisted,
therefore, that orders had to be written and signed.In practical terms, little had changed under
the George W. Bush administration. After eight years out of office, Republicans still viewed
terrorism as little more than an irritant, which had been the consensus at the end of the George
H. W. Bush administration in 1993. Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld were preoccupied with missile defense, nuclear treaties, and rivalries with China and
Russia. They were stuck in a Cold War mindset.Tenet later testified that by the summer of 2000
the threat-warning system was “blinking red.” On July 10, 2001, in the face of overwhelming
indications that an attack was imminent, Tenet, Black, and Blee were prompted to deliver an
emergency briefing for National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice at the White House that day.
When Rice asked how best to respond to the threat, Black replied, banging his fist on the table,
“This country’s got to get on a war footing now!” The advice went unheeded.On August 6, Bush’s
Presidential Daily Brief from the CIA carried the headline BIN LADEN DETERMINED TO
STRIKE IN US and mentioned the possibility of Al-Qaeda hijacking planes. Nine days later,
Black told a classified counterterrorism conference at the Pentagon, “We are going to be struck
soon. Many Americans are going to die, and it could be in the US.” Blee blurted out at a CIA
meeting chaired by Tenet, “They’re coming here. They’re coming to America.”When the attack
came on 9/11, Black was bracing for it. In an odd coincidence, Commander Kirk Lippold,
commanding officer of the USS Cole, had been visiting Black in his CTC office when the second
plane hit the World Trade Center. “So, this has been really interesting, but I’ve got to cut it short,”
Black told Lippold. “We have to go to war now.” The CTC chief delivered a stirring address to his
staff while standing on the desk of his secretary. He had already thought through what needed to
be said when America’s darkest day came.Though much of the Washington area was in a state
of catatonic shock, Black was psychologically prepared. When Tenet decided that the CIA
should be evacuated, Black pushed back, urging that CTC personnel remain at their posts—and
if that meant they would die, so be it. As far as Black was concerned, CTC officers were now
America’s first line of defense; it was inconceivable that they would retreat while the country was
under attack.When Black was summoned to the seventh floor, where Tenet and his top
lieutenants had their offices, the scene reminded him of the Tokyo subway system, as people
scurried to cram themselves into the director’s suite. Black knew that only CTC could lead the
fight against Al-Qaeda. As he walked in, the throng parted and he took his place in the sole
empty chair, directly across the conference table from Tenet. “Guess what?” Black told himself.
“It’s showtime.”* * *The Jawbreaker and NALT missions into the Panjshir Valley from 1999
onward, coupled with the two-year process of trying to get the legal authorities to kill bin Laden,
meant that Black had a plan for Afghanistan in place. The CIA had laid it out in its “Blue Sky”
document less than a year earlier.At 9:30 a.m. on September 13, President Bush convened his
National Security Council (NSC) in the White House Situation Room. The NSC had met several
times over the two days since the attacks, but this would be the first discussion of the details of



America’s response. After Tenet described the contours of the CIA plan, Black was given the
floor to explain exactly how Agency teams and US Special Forces could take down the Taliban
and expel Al-Qaeda from Afghanistan. Roughly 20,000 fighters from the Northern Alliance,
drawn principally from four rival ethnic groups—Tajiks, Hazaras, Uzbeks, and Turkmens—would
do most of the fighting. In support would be CIA teams of about eight men with a mix of
paramilitary, regional, and linguistic expertise; these would act as pathfinders for the Green
Berets.Black had a penchant for theatrics, and he saw this as a moment of high drama—a
chance to propel the CIA into the forefront of the fight. He felt the presentation was, as he put it
later, “the whole ballgame.” Black warned: “Many Americans could die.” Bush responded, “That’s
war.” Al-Qaeda fighters would blow themselves up rather than surrender or negotiate, Black said.
He recounted what Massoud had told him in Tajikistan: “We’ve been fighting these guys for four
years and I’ve never captured one of these bastards.” So the aim, Black told the president,
should be to kill: “When we’re through with them, they will have flies walking across their
eyeballs.”Black was not certain how Bush—an untested president with scant foreign-policy
experience—would react, though he had judged that Bush was inclined toward swift, decisive
action rather than the Pentagon approach of a slow, deliberate buildup and overwhelming force.
When Black finished, Bush asked him how long it would take for the Taliban regime to fall. “Once
we’re fully deployed on the ground, it should go in weeks,” he replied. There was silence in the
room. Even Tenet thought the timeline ambitious. Bush stared, unblinking, at the wall at the far
end of the Situation Room for more than ten seconds, perhaps fifteen. It seemed like a lifetime to
Black, who began to wonder if he had overdone it. Then Bush turned to him and asked, his voice
laced with incredulity, “Cofer, can you really do this?”
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Jrod, “Could not put this book down...brought back so many memories.. Rarely do I read books
about AFG as most try to bring glory to the author, but I had read Toby's Op-ed piece in the WSJ
and thought, "this guy actually knows what he's writing about." Very lucid. Exceptionally well
documented. He could have only written this with broad and deep access to those directly
involved in the ops and rear echelon supt. I've provided a pic to give readers a sense of the
proportion of walls and embankments of the Qala-i Jangi fort.Mike Spann and David Tyson and
others in Team Alpha, the ODAs and British SBS were all courageous patriots. This book honors
their service and Mike's death without being a propaganda piece.I have no ties to the author or
publisher. I highly commend this book to anyone interested in understanding the tribal dynamics,
challenges, hubris and other factors that impacted US and ISAF efforts in AFG.”

David L. Phillips, “Amazingly Accurate Account of Small Team Combat by CIA and SF Pilot
Teams in Afghanistan in 2001. Toby Harndens developed an excellent story with key
interconnected accounts drawn from interviews of participants in a highly dangerous and great
adventure that is filled with historical accuracy ranging from normally classified accounts of CIA
paramilitary officers and Special Forces teams that infiltrated into northern Afghanistan within
weeks of the terrorist attack into the USA. This amazingly accurate book was difficult for me to
read and on several occasions I had to put it down – as the participants caught up in this
excellent history are personal friends. Their accounts are amazingly accurate.Toby clearly
understands the writing craft and has managed to bring their history alive with very believable
characters explaining fast-paced action through their compelling accounts. His accuracy even
included an account of Justin Sapp’s attraction to his adventurous profession in Special Forces
that began with a childhood evacuation from Beirut where his father, Kenneth, was assigned as
a CIA officer. It is this level of detail that brings the entire history in which small CIA and Special
Forces teams were able to achieve surprising results into the minds of readers instead of being
a dry, historical account of the paramilitary campaign in Afghanistan resulting in capturing the
northern city of Mazar-e Sharif in November 2001 and Kabul, itself, four days later. There are few
accounts of similar successes of irregular warfare in the history of warfare.Toby Harndens
provides excellent Insights into the primary characters in his excellent book, such as Mike
Spann, David Tyson, Justin Sapp, Alex Hernandez, and Team Leader JR Seeger, but he also
explains the enduring dangers faced by all of CIA’s paramilitary officers. For example, Team
Alpha’s medic, Mark Rausenberger, continued to volunteer for hazardous assignments in Iraq
and died from a heart condition while on an operation in the Philippines in 2016 --to be
memorialized as a 121st star that was carved into the CIA’s memorial wall that contained thirty-
five stars prior to 2001. Glenn R., Team Bravo’s medic, was the only CIA officer on the team that
attempted to rescue Mike Spann and his photograph in the book is obscured with the usual
“black redaction.”Following Mike Spann’s death in 2001, an additional fifty-six stars were added



by 2021 and the stories of each of these memorial stars are unlikely to ever be told due to
security considerations. Toby’s account of Team Alpha also helps us to understand these
undocumented losses.Buy this book. The tribal, ethnic, and religious dynamics of a nearly
unexplainable population documented in this account will be very useful in understanding the
anti-Taliban resistance that is forming and is likely to become violently active in 2022. The key
indigenous leaders in Toby’s account are now involved in the National Resistance Front that
opposes the Pashtun-based Taliban.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “History & Prose Worthy of a Great Cause. My copy of Harden’s new book
arrived just two days before the 20th Anniversary of the September 11th attacks. Like many
veterans of the GWOT era, I considered myself well informed about the conflict and it’s origins.
This book gets it right. It’s a gripping history and powerful study of why men fight. Just couldn’t
put it down. It helped get me though this painful anniversary and helped complete my own
understanding of this era. Grateful their story is finally being told.”

Andrew R Marshall, “Courage in battle, as the first American is killed in Afghanistan. This is a
book for the times: about the first American to die in Afghanistan in 2001 after 9/11, but sadly not
the last. Harnden’s book is brilliantly written - as we are taken into Afghanistan with the CIA and
Green Berets on their lightning advance, to a fort where Al Qaida prisoners are held - prisoners
who will turn against their captors and trigger a battle that will test everyone to their last ounce of
strength. A great read with many lessons for us twenty years on.”

Mark Hyman, “A must-read of the early days of US forces in Afghanistan. Toby Harnden did an
amazing job in crafting a can’t-put-it-down book that told the remarkable story of CIA’s
paramilitary forces in Afghanistan in the early days following the September 11th attacks. It’s
also timely and poignant when one considers the rapid withdrawal of US forces, the collapse of
the Afghan National Army, and the recapture of Afghanistan by the Taliban in the days leading up
to the twentieth anniversary of 9/11.This isn’t just a book for military buffs, historians, or a
general audience. It should be a must-read for Washington, DC policymakers. There is much
they can learn.Mr. Harnden’s writing acumen is impressive in detailing events and describing
people. As an investigative television journalist, I am thrilled when we capture on film the raw
emotion on someone’s face. You can imagine my respect when I see Toby Harnden do the
same, not with a video camera, but with the written word.”

David, “A well-told and important story. This is a very well written, and consequently easy to
read, yet meticulously researched book about a critical part of modern history. It's also a great
story, packed with fascinating information due to the author's diligence, research on the ground,
and deep access to the military and intelligence veterans who obviously trusted the author. It
also strikes the right balance between concisely providing 'big picture' context and zeroing in on



the real life adventure story, the battle at Qala-i-Janga, and the human protagonists.Toby
Harnden's previous books "Bandit Country" and "Dead Men Risen" were detailed and important
books. The latter, also about the war in Afghanistan, was censored in part by the British
Government on national security grounds. "First Casualty" is another triumph: an important book
and a story well told. As another reviewer has commented, the maps and photographs are also
well done.”

The book by Toby Harnden has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 277 people have provided feedback.
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